ACROSS
1) "Beg your pardon ... "
5) Type of horse
9) Bars of music?
14) Roll along the runway
15) Prosperity
16) Out of shape
17) Bit of basketwork
18) Hairstylist's question?
20) Breathing disorder
22) It's disagreeable to the nose
23) Follow a pattern, in a way
24) Put on Broadway again
26) Quarter note part
28) ___ Rock (Aussie landmark)
30) One who might yell "Sell!"
34) Hispanic jazz
37) Short-tailed rodent
39) Coupling device on the farm
40) Declare
41) Word with "Asia" or "Ursa"
42) Menacing March day
43) Kelly or Hackman
44) Use the delete key, e.g.
45) Haunting presence
46) End to a bully's threat
48) Happen as a result
50) Part of an eyelid
52) Shore-dinner tidbit
56) Sum (Abbr.)
59) ___ Bator, Mongolia
61) The "E" of H.R.E.
62) Long-winded one's query
65) Some pros
66) Criminals' slang, e.g.
68) Hang ___ (not let go of)
69) Shows signs of age
70) Snigglers' wrigglers
71) Avails oneself of

DOWN
1) Perfume essence
2) Anchor line's hole
3) Freeway features
4) "I don't see why not"
5) Treatment plant input
6) Bali ___ ("South Pacific" song)
7) Former Winter Olympics site
8) Fuses by heat
9) WWII dictator's title
10) Genetic info carrier
11) Juvenile salamanders
12) It can be crimson or high
13) Put in the overhead rack
19) Sway as if to fall
21) Ancient Yucatan native
25) Watergate figure Sam
27) Bank teller's opening line
29) Observation balloon
31) Dumbbell of a bird
32) Barely manages (with "out")
33) The part that is left
34) Pudding ingredient
35) Say without a doubt
36) ___ Ranger
38) Birds on Golden Pond
41) Breakfast cereal
45) U.S. island territory
47) Rapids in some rivers
49) Chanel products
51) Dutch government seat (with "The")
52) Encumbrances
54) Be eloquent, in a way
55) Cancun cabbage
56) Old Russian bigwig (Var.)
57) ___ traffic
58) Barrel staves
60) "___ on, two out"
63) Sodom refugee
64) Crankcase fluid